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Executive Summary
Numerous high-proﬁle cyber-attacks have spawned intense calls for government intervention into
information security practices. Tired of the many online threats—including identity theft, data security
breaches, and destructive viruses—the public and even some industry representatives are increasingly open to
using government regulation to deal with electronic security issues.
Several bills introduced in Congress address what is popularly perceived as a matter of market failure in
the area of cybersecurity: According to some, imperfect information, externalities, and a lack of proprietary
incentives in the Internet “commons” will perpetually leave the industry incapable of solving its own problems.
A sampling of the legislative proposals includes plans to require reporting to customers when a data breach
has occurred, regardless of the severity, and to mandate annual security audits not unlike the ﬁnancial audits
required by the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation.
But are the problems that legislative solutions can address really market failures, or has the industry simply
been slow to adapt to emerging threats? The problems identiﬁed by proponents of regulation could all be
ﬁxed far more effectively and efﬁciently with market solutions—among them, liability, insurance, third-party
monitoring and ratings, and property rights—than with government mandates. Thus, claims of market failure
are unsubstantiated. Addressing cybersecurity, then, is not a question of how best to regulate businesses that
are victims of cyber-attacks, but a question of how best to put market mechanisms into Internet and information
technology operations to create incentives for improved security.
Improving information security will require a reconsideration of some of the basic features of the Internet,
speciﬁcally the ease of anonymity and the open, public nature of the medium. Improvements can also be
induced in the market by making individuals and companies internalize the costs of lax security practices and
letting them reap the beneﬁts of good practices through both lower insurance premiums and higher industry
rankings.
Government solutions, on the other hand, will tend to disincentivize honesty and cooperation among industry
players in the long term, leading to even greater problems of imperfect information. Intervention can also
interfere with prices, meaning a less efﬁcient allocation of resources. In addition to economic inefﬁciency,
regulations can deﬁne industry standards down and reduce innovations in the ﬁeld of cybersecurity, leading to
lower levels of security than we have now.
The threats against consumers and companies are numerous and the impulse to regulate is strong, but
Congress would be well advised to avoid legislation that is rigid in nature and will likely prove ineffective.
The best thing lawmakers can do in the name of information security is apprehend and prosecute criminals,
realizing that it is the private sector that occupies the territory from which a successful defense against attacks
on hardware and information can be mounted. The need to preserve a dynamic market role can be summed up
in a single Cybersecurity Commandment:
Do not take steps in the name of security that make it:
(1) impossible to liberalize or deregulate infrastructure or
(2) impossible or undesirable to self-regulate.
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Introduction: The Growing Impulse to Regulate Data Security
[I]f we as an industry don’t solve the problem [of information technology security], you’re likely to see a rash of
government regulation crop up.1
—Symantec Corp. Chief Executive John Thompson
Help yourselves. Fix security soon, or Washington will do it for you….[U]nless more effort is put into computer
security by industry, Congress is going to want action…Not because it might be effective, but because they need
to do something.2
—One lobbyist’s warning to assembled corporate computer security representatives
Identity theft, data security breaches, viruses and other online insults are spawning intense calls for
government intervention. Numerous high-proﬁle cyber-attacks or scams have occurred at database companies
like ChoicePoint and LexisNexis, as well as at universities, banks, and other ﬁrms. All of these instances have
aided in putting cybersecurity on the national agenda.
Proposed remedies lean toward government action. In 2003, Rep. Adam Putnam (R-FL), chairman of the
House Government Reform Technology Subcommittee in the 108th Congress, warned corporate America: “If
there is a major cyber attack … there will be major legislation that takes a much more aggressive stance...and
[the industry is] not going to be able to say ‘boo’ about it. So it behooves them to get in on the front end of this
rather than being run over by the next crisis.”3 Taking a less encouraging tone, some policy experts in the ﬁeld
openly reject the idea that industry can combat the cybersecurity problem without government intervention.
As James Lewis of the Center for Strategic and International Studies points out, “Cybersecurity is too tough a
problem for a solely voluntary approach to ﬁx…Companies will only change their behavior when there are both
market forces and legislation that cover security failures.”4
With the public tired of electronic interruptions and privacy invasions, there is increasing openness to wellintended legislative solutions; this is, after all, the era of the national Do Not Call Registry and anti-spam laws.
Unfortunately, legislative solutions to technological problems may either overreach or not work at all. The Do
Not Call Registry, for example, has raised issues of free speech and other legal challenges, while spam deﬁantly
continues to overwhelm inboxes despite the 2004 legislation designed to combat it.
Cyber-attacks pose even greater threats to privacy than spam and telemarketers, and it is in this heated
environment that Washington and many state governments are now considering data security proposals. But the
impulse to ﬁnd regulatory solutions is not exactly new. Even before the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
a report by the D.C. law ﬁrm Sidley Austin Brown & Wood noted: “Although a move toward comprehensive
regulation of Internet and computerized data service providers would represent a sharp deviation from current
policy, where only banks, health care providers, and other companies that store inherently sensitive types of data
face government regulation, further regulation or creative judicial theories cannot be ruled out.”5
Stronger evidence of the growing push for regulation came in September 2002, a few months before the ﬁnal
report on The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace was released by the President’s Critical Infrastructure
Protection Board. A draft report issued by the board6 was met with largely negative reviews: it didn’t call for
enough regulation and was thus toothless;7 it was “astoundingly without gravity;”8 it was simply “sixty pages
of nothing.”9 Bruce Schneier, a leading security expert and usual critic of government regulation of encryption,
proclaimed, “If the U.S. government wants something done, they should pass a law. That’s what governments
do.”10 Security expert Fred Avolio called for Internet Service Providers (ISP) regulation, such as requiring
user authentication for access.11 The InfraGard partnership of private security professionals rejected the
report’s guiding principle to “Avoid Regulation,” holding that market forces were not adequate.12 Alan Paller,
of the SANS Institute (SANS stands for SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) argued: “The administration
says computer security is like auto safety, that everyone will keep their systems safe because it’s in their best
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interests to do so. But that’s not true, and it just doesn’t happen.”13 Security systems expert Marcus Ranum
was even bolder in his call for regulation: “Personally, I am comfortable with our government bending a few
peoples’ noses out of joint.”14
Though the ﬁnal National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace did emphasize private solutions, it strongly hinted
at the possible need for future regulation:
In general, the private sector is best equipped and structured to respond to an evolving cyber threat.
There are speciﬁc instances, however, where federal government response is most appropriate and
justiﬁed. … [A] government role in cybersecurity is warranted in cases where high transaction costs
or legal barriers lead to signiﬁcant coordination problems; cases in which governments operate in the
absence of private sector forces; resolution of incentive problems that lead to under provisioning of
critical shared resources; and raising awareness.15
It also offered a ﬁnal piece of high-proﬁle ammunition for federal jurisdiction over cybersecurity regulation:
“As appropriate, the executive branch may ask Congress to enact legislation to advance this strategy.”16 More
recent criticism of the inadequacy of private sector efforts comes from Mark Rasch of Solutionary Inc. Rasch
said: “The challenge is to skew the marketplace . . . to push either with regulations or the threat of regulations,
liability or the threat of liability, standards or the threat of standards.”17
The prodding from the National Strategy report,
Identity theft, data security
the demand for government action from key industry
representatives, and the mounting public concern about
breaches, viruses, and other
identity theft were not wasted on Congress. In 2004 and
online insults are spawning
2005 there were multiple congressional hearings—some
hot on the heels of high proﬁle data-breach cases—about
intense calls for government
the steps companies were taking to curb threats posed
intervention.
to consumers by would-be identity thieves and hackers.
Several bills were introduced, including proposals to
phase out the use of Social Security numbers, require reporting to customers when a data breach has occurred,18
create an Ofﬁce of Identity Theft as part of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and regulate multiple aspects
of how companies collect and maintain consumers’ personal data. 19
Although most of the bills introduced in both the House and the Senate in 2004 and 2005 were left to
languish in committee, several pieces of legislation are still under consideration. Most prominently are H.R.
4127 and S. 1789. The former, the Data Accountability and Trust Act (DATA) went through markup, was
reported to the full House Committee on Energy and Commerce in late March 2006, and is awaiting a full
committee vote, and a possible subsequent House vote. H.R. 4127 allows for the FTC to regulate the security
protocols of any commercial outﬁt that “owns or possesses data in electronic form containing personal
information.” “Personal information” is fairly narrowly deﬁned, however, referring only to a consumer’s ﬁrst
and last name plus either their Social Security number, drivers license or other state ID number, or ﬁnancial
account number. The bill also creates requirements for “information brokers,” ﬁrms that collect and maintain
databases of personal information on individuals who are not their direct customers. Finally, DATA would
move to supersede existing state laws dealing with information security and require compulsory notiﬁcation
of consumers for any breach that establishes a “reasonable basis to conclude that there is a signiﬁcant risk of
identity theft.”20 An amendment added during markup also included a provision to allow enforcement by state
attorneys general via civil action in cases where the AG believes “that the interest of the residents of that state
has been or is threatened or adversely affected by any person who violates” the Act by Sen. Arlen Specter (RPA) and Patrick Leahy (D-VT).21
In the Senate, S. 1789, is a likely candidate for further action. The bill has three main functions. The
ﬁrst is to strengthen criminal laws by enhancing punishment for fraud and unauthorized uses of “digitized or
electronic” personally identiﬁable information, making such criminal activities predicate offenses under the
4
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Racketeer Inﬂuenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act. To enable enforcement of those criminal penalties,
the bill requires breach disclosure for a breach of any size and grants the Secret Service investigatory authority.
The second function is to regulate “data brokers,” which are deﬁned in essentially the same way as H.R. 4127’s
“information brokers.” The third, and most applicable function to the issue of cybersecurity, is to regulate all
businesses “engaged in interstate commerce that involves collecting, accessing, transmitting, using, storing,
or disposing of” electronic personal information on more than 10,000 people. The bill requires companies to
implement comprehensive security plans that include safeguards identiﬁed by the FTC and continually assess
vulnerabilities and possible damages; mandates notiﬁcation of all customers whose information has been
breached if there is a signiﬁcant risk of harm and requires that breaches deemed not harmful be disclosed to the
Secret Service for further investigation. It also imposes further requirements on businesses based on the size and
scope of breaches.22
Many of the problems with provisions of these bills are discussed in following sections of the paper. But
what is not addressed directly are the problems that can come about purely through the vague terminology used
in crafting legislation, most speciﬁcally problems of implementation. These problems can be particularly acute
in regulations that deal with technologies with which lawmakers have only minimal familiarity. Both bills,
for example, place signiﬁcant regulatory burdens on data, or information brokers. But as Declan McCullagh,
political correspondent for CNET News and editor of the politics and technology website PoliTech, pointed out
in response to Specter-Leahy, the vaguely deﬁned targets of those regulations could give regulators unintended
powers:
[T]he deﬁnitions could cover, for instance, news organizations (many news sites arguably provide
personal information on thousands of people, and People magazine’s Web site certainly does). How
about popular blogs that have thousands of registered users? Search engines? Google’s phone number
ﬁnding service? Libraries? Email service providers? Alumni organizations for schools? Charities,
like Golden Gate National Parks Association? What about universities, especially in terms of all the
applications they get? Sweepstakes companies? I wonder if probable supporters of this bill—like the
ACLU and EPIC—would enjoy having to follow all these complicated procedures (with the penalty of
ﬁnes or prison terms if they don’t).23

Market Failure—or Government Failure?
Heck, despite being libertarian in nature, I’m all for a government crackdown.
—A participant in online discussion on virus attacks, quoted in the New York Times.24
The better-articulated arguments for information security regulation tend to point to market failure. The
impulse to regard cybersecurity vulnerabilities as market failures is understandable: There is difﬁculty in
coordinating and satisfying conﬂicting, legitimate interests online. More central to the market failure argument,
however, is the fact that so far, market-based mechanisms that would allow individual ﬁrms to fully internalize
the beneﬁts of securing networks and data (or force them to fully internalize the costs of their own lax security)
have not emerged.
In congressional testimony on broader questions of critical infrastructure security, Peter Orszag of the
Brookings Institution argued: “Private markets, by themselves, do not provide adequate incentives to invest in
homeland security. A mixed system of minimum regulatory standards, insurance, and third-party inspections
would better harness the power of private markets to invest in homeland security in a cost-effective manner.”25
Bruce Schneier argued: “Security is a commons. Like air and water and radio spectrum, any individual’s use
of it affects us all. The way to prevent people from abusing a commons is to regulate it. Companies didn’t stop
dumping toxic wastes into rivers because the government asked them nicely. Companies stopped because the
government made it illegal to do so.”26
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However, there is no reason why information security—or even “air, water and radio spectrum” for that
matter—should be a “commons” requiring government management. Market alternatives to regulation that
require network operators, careless individuals, and other participants to internalize the costs of substandard
security—or internalize the beneﬁts of better security—include contracts, property rights, and liability. Orszag,
still speaking on the broader issue of securing critical infrastructure, holds that:
“The costs of allowing terrorists to obtain access to [hazardous materials] are generally not borne by
the facilities themselves: The attacks that use the materials could occur elsewhere. Such a speciﬁc
negative externality provides a compelling rationale for government intervention to protect highly
explosive materials, chemicals, and biological pathogens even if they are stored in private facilities.”27
If, as Orszag argues, the costs are not “borne by the facilities themselves,” this raises a critical question: Why
not? Why can an enterprise store massive quantities of hazardous substances without liability insurance? Was
there a government-granted waiver of liability? Such protections from costs are not market failures, but policies
that deliberately shield ﬁrms from having to internalize negative externalities related to security threats. They
are government failures. One can only assume that if minimum standards of cybersecurity set by government
regulators are met, network administrators and ﬁrms that maintain sensitive personal data will be similarly
shielded from liability in the event of an attack.
In a world of near-total connectivity, it is all too
easy for unmotivated individuals or institutions to
There is no reason why
externalize the costs of their inadequate cybersecurity
information security should
measures. Clearly, the unwillingness of some to
upgrade online security causes grief to many others—a
be a “commons” requiring
classic case of a negative externality of a market
behavior. But the ability to externalize the costs of one’s government management.
own laziness need only be a transitional artifact of the
Internet’s original design, which was based on limited
connectivity among trusted parties; in the early Internet era cybersecurity was only a minor issue.
In the age of global connectivity, however, network administrators, cybersecurity ﬁrms, businesses that
collect personal data, and individual users are all acutely aware of the security risks, and there is increasing
demand to curb those risks. There’s no reason to believe that the market will fail to adequately register and
satisfy that demand if given the opportunity. As discussed in detail below, market alternatives and incentives
can increasingly encourage market participants to internalize the risks of their online behavior that they would
otherwise foist onto others. And, just as ﬁrms regularly police their up and downstream partners in product and
service markets, they will increasingly do so for security practices, mitigating the need for intrusive government
oversight.
Given government’s own security shortcomings, it is difﬁcult to envision how it would improve upon alleged
market failure. Consider, for example, a government-certiﬁed ﬁrewall: What happens when the approved
ﬁrewall fails? What is the security downside to having a government-determined ﬁrewall standard rather than
leaving the ﬁeld competitive? Markets, clearly, can and do develop and improve ﬁrewalls without government
intervention. Regulation—and reductions in liability that would doubtless accompany compliance—would
replace private incentives to outperform competitors with an industry-wide incentive to adopt subpar
technologies: a perpetual a state of government failure. Conditions such as trafﬁc congestion, emissions, and
product certiﬁcation—initially deemed market failures that warranted regulatory responses—often become
recognized as transitory, or at least surmountable.28
Traditionally, market failures are attributable not just to externalities, but also to imperfect information and
transaction costs. But in information technology, barriers to information and transaction costs are low given
the nature of networked communications. In order to overcome traditional market failure, government would
6
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essentially need to invent the kind of communications system the online realm now provides. It is ironic that
government now claims that the existence of the Internet and networked communication is itself a source
of market failure because of cybersecurity risks; policymakers should recognize instead that information
technologies help overcome traditional market failures. For example, standardization across computer platforms,
such as Microsoft’s Windows—although often blamed for the spread of viruses—enables quick learning and
lowers training costs.
The market’s growing pains do not signify an inherent inability of the cyber-sector to protect itself, nor do
they represent market failure, particularly when compared to the government failure that would occur through
regulation. Government’s shortcomings are all too frequently dismissed in favor of regulatory redress when
private-sector weaknesses are exposed. But regulations that will divert resources from improving security
mechanisms, as well as rules that interfere with private assessments of relative cyber-risks, will make future
course corrections much more difﬁcult.

Government Solutions in Search of Problems
Despite the shakiness of market failure arguments as applied to the cyber-sector, there’s no dearth of
regulatory proposals that attempt to rectify the perceived problems. Marcus Ranum, the expert who advocated
the government’s disjointing a few noses, suggests outlawing the selling of computers that don’t come
with fully-licensed antivirus and ﬁrewall software pre-installed.29 An expert at Qualys, Inc. favors policies
encouraging automated security-patching tools.30 Oracle representatives proposed in congressional testimony
that government review and certify certain software.31 Still, other proposals would hold chief information
ofﬁcers liable for network security, particularly for high-proﬁle hacking incidents,32 and make board members
liable for security policies.33 Even the idea of limiting anonymity on the Internet has been raised.34 Already in
play is government-funded cybersecurity research.
Other ideas have included restrictions on company use of wireless networks, mandatory contributions to
a government computer security fund,35 improvements in wireless hardware security, and requirements that
ISPs furnish customers with ﬁrewall software.36 Proposals for mandatory security testing have also been
considered.37 One article in CNET News listed several proposals: holding parties—ranging from inattentive
network administrators to software makers—liable for security breaches; requiring information-sharing between
government and business; requiring that the Internet’s governing body (the Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers) provide security guarantees; requiring that ISPs improve screening capabilities and
provide virus protection; and calls for more federal involvement in the formulation of Internet protocols and
standards.38 Still other ideas include backup power supply mandates and security mandates for the Web servers
that host Internet sites.39 In one extreme reaction, the idea of professional licenses for software engineers—like
a medical license—was even ﬂoated,40 as if such uniformity of training were desirable or even relevant to the
myriad programming needs of the future.
Mandatory Disclosure: Blaming the Victim
Breach-disclosure and other reporting mandates possess the most traction, although there is little broad
consensus on speciﬁc breach-disclosure requirements. Controversy exists over what qualiﬁes as “reasonable
basis” for triggering disclosure, who is responsible if the targeted company’s database is hosted by a third
party, the wisdom of publicizing relatively minor breaches, and the merits of alerting consumers instead of law
enforcement.41 Forced disclosure may also conﬂict with the Bush Administration’s assurances that the names
of computer crime victims would not be publicized, so as to encourage victims’ reporting to the authorities.42
Although California has already passed a disclosure law stipulating that companies failing to alert consumers
about Social Security number and other private data breaches are subject to lawsuit,43 a national program
could create considerable noise for investors, managers, and customers given the regularity of attempted
hacks. It would not be unlikely to see a boy-who-cried-wolf effect, where consumers simply grow less and less
concerned with each alert.
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Often, few outside a company know of a security breach until the hacker publicizes it. Yet companies may
be disinclined to report for non-sinister reasons, such as lack of severity, or uncertainty over whether the breach
should be publicized or rather reported to authorities.44 The disinclination to report is occasionally regarded
a “failure” that the government should repair legislatively. For example, in August 2002, Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation guidelines required ﬁnancial institutions to warn consumers about any unauthorized
access that could enable harms such as identity theft.45 But many ﬁrms had already decided internally to
make such disclosures.46 Competitive pressures will force disclosure when it makes sense, and security-savvy
consumers may even begin to demand information about disclosure policies as a matter of course in selecting
companies to whom they’ll give their business.
Also controversial are similar questions regarding disclosure of newly uncovered software ﬂaws. One
promising proposal to address software vulnerabilities (and data breaches) is voluntary industry funding of a
neutral third party—rather than a government agency—to inform developers about vulnerabilities, and impose
deadlines for ﬁxes before ﬂaws or breaches are publicized.47 Calls for government regulation clearly indicate
that there is a market demand for such a service, but unlike a mandatory regulatory process to which all ﬁrms
must adhere, a ﬁrm’s failure to participate voluntarily will signal questionable product or service quality. Such
market-based remedies create incentives to self-report, rather than incentives to hide ﬂaws. Market-based
remedies would also eliminate the somewhat paradoxical nature of disclosure legislation, which levies legal
penalties against companies for having been robbed. Unless negligence is a factor, a company hasn’t committed
a crime by being robbed, whether its databases were invaded or its software exploited. The invader merits
punishment, not the victim.
Requirements for more universal reporting by all companies on data security policies—not just those that
have experienced a break in—would likely follow any disclosure legislation enacted. One proposal already
considered by White House and Department of Homeland Security analysts was mandatory annual public
disclosures of cybersecurity efforts by businesses, with Y2K-style audits and reporting requirements.48
Although mandatory public disclosure was intended to encourage voluntary increases in cybersecurity efforts—
at least keeping with the National Strategy’s optimism about markets in spirit—it was probably inevitable that
the ﬂood of proposals for regulation caused some ofﬁcials to abandon the report’s skepticism of mandates. A
broad reporting proposal was echoed by former National Infrastructure Protection Center (NIPC) head Michael
Vatis, who called for “soft” regulatory requirements that cybersecurity plans be reported in public companies’
ﬁnancial ﬁlings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).49 (Along with mandatory reporting,
Vatis also called for requirements that private companies disclose breaches and for enforcement of best security
practices.50) Firmly in the market failure camp, Vatis told The New York Times: “The government has essentially
relied on the voluntary efforts of industry both to make less-buggy software and make systems more resilient.
What we’re seeing is that those voluntary efforts are insufﬁcient.”51
Calls for public disclosure on cybersecurity practices bear a striking resemblance to the calls for ﬁnancial
accountability in the wake of Enron’s collapse and various other corporate accounting scandals. The SarbanesOxley ﬁnancial accountability legislation, signed into law in July 2002, requires that companies report to the
SEC on accounting practices and that corporate ofﬁcers vouch for the numbers. Widely regarded as onerous,
Sarbanes-Oxley provides a likely preview of any cybersecurity audit-and-reporting proposals, with business
taking a hit. Speaking before a House Government Reform subcommittee, a Symantec security executive
seemed to indicate as much when he called for upper-management accountability on cybersecurity efforts
by invoking the ﬁnancial accountability legislation as a model: “[Sarbanes-Oxley] makes no mention of the
importance of protecting the information systems that produce the data used in the ﬁnancial management
process…Only when cybersecurity is treated with the same attention as the protection of physical and ﬁnancial
assets can we enable the necessary cultural change and focus enough attention and resources to truly address the
cyber-threat.”52
In 2003, Rep. Adam Putnam proposed cybersecurity reporting legislation mirroring Sarbanes-Oxley’s
requirements: Public corporations would be forced to undergo a security audit—for which upper-management
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would presumably vouch—and present the results to the SEC.53 But, notably, unlike Y2K reporting, such
mandates would be ongoing, not a response to a one-time crisis. But pause to consider how much credit Y2K
reporting mandates should get for the fact that our computers, for the most part, emerged unscathed into the year
2000. Companies didn’t need government prodding to look out for bottom lines—businesses do that naturally.
Moreover, ongoing reporting requirements violate basic principles of justice by burdening all ﬁrms, not just those
that engage in criminal or negligent behavior. It is uniquely invasive to force honest members of the business
community to sign a sworn statement certifying that an audit has occurred and that a third party veriﬁed it.
Unfortunately, Putnam’s legislation was criticized merelyover the appropriateness of the choice of the SEC for
the oversight role, 54 not the appropriateness of treating company representatives like schoolchildren.
Unfortunately, a CEO-certiﬁed security checklist, like the
Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) color-coded threat
level advisory system,55 can quickly become meaningless noise.
If a breach occurs under the new regulations, it is unlikely
that regulators who imposed the ineffective and diversionary
system in the ﬁrst place would be held accountable. Also, it is
equally unlikely that companies who had followed the letter of
the law would be subject to liability. Under such a system, the
only possible response to a high-proﬁle cyber-attack would be
more power for government ofﬁcials and more ineffective and
burdensome legislation.

The best way to prevent
attacks in the cybersector in the first place
is by letting market
institutions like liability
and insurance evolve
in response to quickly
emerging threats,
business needs, and
consumer demands.

It is difﬁcult for anyone whose services are connected
to a public, open network like the Internet to offer airtight
security guarantees, and regulation does nothing to make
it easier. Moreover, legislation geared towards regulating
American business practices will be of limited use on a globally
connected network. Rather than harassing legitimate businesses,
government resources would be much better spent dealing with offenders who target Internet users, such as the
Love Bug virus creator, who was tracked to the Philippines but never prosecuted. The best way to apprehend
and punish cyber-criminals is through coordinated government action. But the best way to prevent attacks in
the cyber-sector in the ﬁrst place is by letting market institutions like liability and insurance evolve in response
to quickly emerging threats, business needs, and consumer demands.56

Private Sector Experimentation and Innovation: Incentives Matter
[T]he best way to address the threat to the Internet is private effort. The government’s role is to stay out of the
way of the people who created it and manage it.57
John Tritak, former director of the Critical Infrastructure Assurance Ofﬁce
Coordination across Market Quarters
Most cyber-nuisances stem from two of the Internet’s most touted features: openness and ease of anonymity.
In the future, cybersecurity will depend on a cross-fertilization of ideas from various subgroups of the cybersector for controlling the negative effects of problems that arise from those features. Data breaches and identity
theft share features with irritants like email spam and the piracy of digital content in that all are facilitated by
Internet openness and the ability to hide one’s identity online. Also, the distinction between more sinister,
criminal cyber-attacks and more benign—though certainly disruptive and annoying—cyber-nuisances like spam
grows increasingly blurry: Email spam delivers viruses and recruits new, unprotected computers in extending
the damage,58 and phishing scams use elements of spam and piracy—such as stolen corporate logos—to gather
9
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sensitive personal data about unsuspecting Internet users. The lesson for industry is that solutions proposed for
curbing one cyber-problem may very well also be useful in addressing other problems.
One possible ﬁx for dealing with both spam and piracy is the introduction of a tiered pricing structure for
network use, which would address some of the problems associated with Internet openness. Network access
is often structured as an all-you-can-eat buffet with a monthly ﬂat rate for all the access you want. With
broadband and cable access fast replacing dial-up, many users are connected all the time. Though consumers
tend to prefer the ease and consistency of ﬁxed fees,59 such a structure incentivizes pirates and spammers to
get the most bang for their buck, to pirate as much content or send as much spam as possible. Without a tiered
structure of payment, both spam (getting stuff) and piracy (taking stuff) are likely to drive access and usage
prices ever-higher for everyone’s service: Average-volume users essentially subsidize spammers and pirates.
Without legislative prodding—or rather in addition to the largely ineffective laws against spam and piracy
already on the books—companies will experiment with introducing tiered pricing structures for a variety of
Internet services.
On the anonymity issue, columnist Larry Seltzer notes
that the technicians involved in controlling spam point to the
reigning Internet protocol (called SMTP) as a source of the
problem. Tonny Yu of Mindshell, a spam-ﬁltering software
company, suggested a gradual move away from SMTP to a
system that veriﬁes senders’ identities with a certiﬁcation
mechanism and certiﬁes mail servers to enable trustworthy
email. Mechanisms to ﬂag unusually high-volume mail senders
and limit the number of emails that a single user can send per
second can also help reduce spam.60 Upgrades to Internet
“plumbing” to verify senders and limit individual email
capacity would address spam and broader information security
concerns that urgently need to be addressed.

Ironically, after
government action
failed to reduce spam,
there are now calls for
government to prevent
private action from
succeeding as well.

In another example of solutions from within the industry, network providers have discovered that distributed
denial of service attacks (deliberately overloading servers by sending repetitive requests) can be combated
by employing puzzles that computers must solve to gain access to a targeted website; this would occupy the
processing capability of the querying computer and limit the number of repetitive requests that could be sent
to a “victim” site.61 By imposing costs on the sender in the form of consumed CPU cycles, an attack could not
progress unimpeded. Puzzle solving has been investigated as a means of dealing with spam as well; messages
don’t go through until the sender’s computer is forced by the recipients’ computers to perform a mathematical
exercise, making the process of simultaneously sending thousands of uninvited emails an untenable proposition.
Again, cross-fertilization of ideas for combating problems is apparent.
Solving problems by ﬁnding innovative ways to overhaul how the Internet works is far beyond the
capabilities of regulators, but the market is already providing some gradual changes. Most notably, industry
giant America Online (AOL) announced in early 2006 that it would implement certiﬁed email, which combines
elements of both tiered pricing and sender certiﬁcation. Certiﬁed email, provided by Goodmail Systems, would
require organizations that send bulk email to pay a small fee for each message (a fraction of a cent) to bypass
spam ﬁlters and let AOL email users identify mail from trusted and accredited senders.62 Many business and
advocacy groups want to prevent AOL from charging to ensure email delivery,63 and at least one lawmaker,
California State Sen. Dean Florez, is drafting legislation to prevent email “toll booths,” which he plans to
attach to a larger “net neutrality” bill.64 Ironically, after government action failed to reduce spam, there are now
calls for government to prevent private action from succeeding as well. But pricing experiments, although
controversial in the short term, are crucial for signaling the market demand for cybersecurity, network use, and
a host of other Internet services. Tiered pricing might also need only be a temporary ﬁx that constrains Internet
nuisances while technological advances work on ways to fully eliminate them.
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In terms of more serious cybersecurity issues, one goal is preventing the spread of destructive applications
through email. Arguing for a particularly strong remedy for the damage caused by executable attachments,
Christopher Wysopal of the Organization for Internet Safety and @stake, Inc. testiﬁed before Congress:
“All email programs need to be designed to not allow executable content to be sent or received. It is
just too dangerous. …Older Email programs that allow this should be considered unﬁt for use on the
Internet and eliminated. Eradicating executable attachments from the Internet will eliminate most email
viruses.”65
Less stringent remedies would prevent computers and email programs from executing code only from
unauthenticated sources, the authentication mechanism being another product of cross-fertilization of ideas
across sectors. The balance between demand for ease of use (by allowing code to automatically execute) and
demand for security is shifting in favor of security. Richard Pethia of CERT noted:
“There is nothing intrinsic about computers or software that makes them vulnerable to viruses. Viruses
propagate and infect systems because of design choices that have been made by computer and software
designers. Designs are susceptible to viruses and their effects when they allow the import of executable
code, in one form or another, and allow that code to be executed without constraint on the machine
that received it. Unconstrained execution allows program developers to easily take full advantage
of a system’s capabilities, but does so with the side effect of making the system vulnerable to virus
attack.”66
Microsoft’s newest version of the Windows operating system is being speciﬁcally designed with safeguards
to prevent “unconstrained execution” of unauthorized code and other new security features, and other software
makers are doing the same. The marketplace has clearly woken up to the problem.
Companies Have Incentives to Correct Problems on Their Own
Experimenting with different defenses against threats will affect the entire cyber-infrastructure, sometimes in
unanticipated and undesirable ways. Overly aggressive ﬁlters that accidentally shut out non-spam email or block
inoffensive domains are one such glitch in the remedies already available. Even so, mistakes that emerge from
voluntary, private effort will be far easier to correct than mistakes that result from ill-considered legislation.
Networks and businesses can easily detect and respond to any unintended consequences of new solutions,
and they have an incentive to do so quickly and effectively. But when unintended consequences result from
government regulations, it’s difﬁcult to get quality information into the hands of decision makers, and harder
still to draft, adopt, and implement necessary corrections.
Market forces will also provide incentives for constant improvements in online security, incentives that
regulation simply can’t create. Consumers will increasingly seek out and patronize vendors that meet their
demands for better security and privacy assurances online. Applications which are perceived as less secure, such
as wireless networking and instant messaging, will require substantial security improvements to become—or
to remain —viable in the marketplace. And service providers that develop bad reputations on security matters
will either improve their quality or go out of business. An impediment to widespread adoption of voiceover-Internet protocol (VoIP) service, for example, has been the vulnerability of the network.67 Government
interference cannot replace technical know-how, and it can even stymie innovation by locking in government
standards that soon become outdated.
The market failure school claims that consumers and vendors will fail to adequately internalize the costs
of providing a safer cyber-atmosphere by refusing to pay higher prices for security. Those claims carry
increasingly less weight, however, as Internet attacks become more pernicious and identity theft becomes more
common. Meanwhile, arguments pointing to the market failure of imperfect information in order to justify
government intervention warrant similar skepticism. As economist Arnold Kling notes:68
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Economists are wary of overriding the market decisions of consenting adults…One rationale for
government intervention in software is that buyers are uninformed, [but the] people with the strongest
incentive to make the right choice in software purchasing are the decision-makers at large private
corporations. If the cost of Microsoft’s security ﬂaws is greater than the beneﬁts of continuity and
integration, then private corporations ought to be able to ﬁgure this out and change their buying
habits. If they do not change their buying habits, then … government ought to be really cautious about
assuming that it has better information.
The unknown effects of new discoveries or new technologies on the existing order can lead to misplaced
appeals to authority to relieve uncertainty. Uncertainty is the impetus for government intervention into
cybersecurity, and, as discussed previously, it was the catalyst for corporate accounting regulations. Writing
about the “instinctive preference for hierarchic control” in response to uncertainty, Fred Smith, founder and
president of the Competitive Enterprise Institute, might just as well have been describing cybersecurity risk
management:
[Centralized regulation] weakens the evolving competitive
forces that promise to make such disasters [like Enron] less
likely in the future. Indeed, political intervention in response
to economic mishaps often increases risk from moral hazard—
the tendency of individuals to act in a riskier fashion if they
believe any costs of such risks will be borne by others…. These
interventions undermine competitive pressures for prudent risk
taking…Also, we weaken the incentives of the parties most
knowledgeable about risks to innovate.69
Seeking Best Practices: Everybody’s On Board

Market forces
will also provide
incentives
for constant
improvements in
online security,
incentives that
regulation simply
can’t create.

Criminals routinely cooperate to exploit stolen identities, wreaking
havoc on commercial interests like credit card systems. Computer and
communications industries must cooperate as well. If any good can
come of the federal government’s recent attention to cybersecurity, it
will be that it has served as a wake-up call on the need to combat cyber-attacks through industry-wide effort.
Authenticating users accessing critical online networks (through biometric technologies, for example) is the
most imperative step—it directly addresses the problem of user anonymity that makes hacking, spam, piracy,
and identity theft possible. But implementation of interoperable authentication mechanisms and other necessary
improvements will require coordinated effort, not just cross-fertilization of ideas. If industry fails to work
together voluntarily, government will increasingly step in, creating burdens, not solutions.
Best practices are gradually emerging. Internal procedures like daily data backup are now standard practice,
and ISPs and other service providers have assumed responsibility for screening trafﬁc and protecting the
backbone hardware. Additionally, companies frequently caution their online customers or users of basic
information safety procedures. Safeguards for corporate and other computer networks are also improving. The
Internet Security Alliance—a business-led collaboration between members of the Electronic Industries Alliance,
and Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute and CERT Coordination Center—formed in
April 2001. The group addresses risk management, conducts threat assessments, and promotes best practices70
and publishes a “Top Ten” list of recommended security practices.71 Internationally, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development has taken an interest in cybersecurity, releasing a report in 2002 that
included a list of proposed voluntary guidelines.72
A sampling of recommendations from these various working groups include: changing software defaults
that leave systems open to intruders; hiring more experienced personnel; improving the training of system
administrators and network operators; assuring that all new software security patches are installed; improving
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ﬁrewall, anti-virus and encryption technologies; funding of private security research; employing redundancy
in hardware, software, and databases; purchasing insurance against attacks; and hiring independent security
companies to remotely monitor corporate networks. Of course the costs of implementing the recommendations
and investing in other security measures must be measured against the costs of security breaches.73 Firms must
assess the level of protection they require to determine whether, for example, security checkpoints should exist
at multiple levels within a corporate network or just at the perimeter.74
In Information Security Governance: Toward a Framework for Action, the Business Software Alliance notes
that a “remarkable convergence exists...regarding recommended security practices. There is a broad consensus
among the experts as to what kinds of measures should be undertaken by organizations.”75 Similarly, some
in the legal community have pointed to agreement on broad security principles, recommending the formal
“adoption of an intelligently designed and clearly deﬁned security policy, limitation of both internal and
external access to sensitive information, and establishment of a disaster recovery plan to be implemented in the
event of a security breach.”76 Legal analysts further advise that “individual companies may need to take more
stringent measures where the probability of a security breach is particularly high, or the consequences of a
breach especially large. And companies should stay aware of technical—as well as legal—developments in the
ﬁeld of information security.” 77
Although the Department of Homeland Security emphasizes security education, the emerging consensus on
best practices is not driven by government. Those at risk are increasingly vigilant in defending against physical
as well as data attacks. Data centers, the bunker-like facilities housing much of the Internet infrastructure,
employ extreme security measures and redundancy techniques, scattering data and equipment spatially
across numerous sites and maintaining separate power sources and backup generators to mitigate the effects
of full power grid failure on Internet—and information—security.78 The redundancy and diversiﬁcation of
infrastructure elements, which utilize multiple carriers and multiple backups, are market-inspired innovations.
Indeed, according to an eWeek report on the state of communications networks after September 11, 2001:
“[A]bsent a coordinated government infrastructure security policy, private enterprise has managed
to evolve its own set of protections. The points at which data and voice trafﬁc are handed off from
one network to another are hidden and geographically diverse, and key switching gear is housed in
hardened buildings. Redundancies are built into the networks, and the Internet is so widely distributed
that it is literally hard to kill.”79
Although market forces have produced high levels of infrastructure security, there is more to be done across
the industry. In his 2002 “Trustworthy Computing” memo to Microsoft employees, Bill Gates identiﬁed
security—rather than product development—as the company’s primary focus, noting that “no trustworthy
computing platform exists today.”80 The original elements of the Trustworthy Computing initiative—that
software products be secure by design, default (leaving features that expose computers to the outside world
turned off until activated by the user), and deployment (making it easier for users to maintain security once up
and running)81—have evolved into what Scott Charney, Vice President for Trustworthy Computing, calls “a
Microsoft corporate tenet that guides nearly everything we do.” Charney also notes efforts through the program
to generate industry-wide collaboration on security measures.82 Similarly, Oracle Corporation initiated an
“Unbreakable” security campaign.83 The company’s chief security ofﬁcer called for the software equivalent of
Underwriters Laboratories, the product-safety and certiﬁcation organization: “Thanks to the UL, most consumer
products are generally difﬁcult to operate in an insecure fashion. For example, Cuisinarts are designed so that
you can’t lose a ﬁnger while the blades are whirling. We don’t expect the consumer to do anything special to
operate Cuisinarts securely; they just are secure. Similarly, consumers should not be expected to be rocket
scientists or security experts. Industry needs to make it easy to be secure.”84
Cooperative best security practices evolve in response to market circumstances. Companies like Cisco,
Symantec, Trend Macro and Network Associates have teamed up to develop network security solutions in
response to consumer demand for better safety.85 Firms increasingly seek to ensure end-to-end service quality
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for highly important applications and priority uses, such as critical communications. But to work, priorities
must be communicated over numerous networks, and with secure cooperation among carriers.86 For example, a
teenager’s email needn’t be assigned the same level of urgency as a stock transaction. Setting the priority level
of Internet communications will require not just coordination across networks, but also pricing signals by which
information about priorities is relayed to service providers. Government intervention into the Internet to impose
network neutrality—the idea that all content and communications should be treated equally—will distort these
price signals and lead to economically inefﬁcient prioritization.
Just as companies adapted to automation in physical processes, they are adapting to automate and normalize
security processes as well; hardware and software updates are increasingly made as a matter of course. Over
the past decades, information technology has automated numerous manual processes, like accounts receivable,
inventory management, and tracking of shipments. Now, processes to improve and update information
technology itself are being automated.87
If coordination and internal practices alone are unable to defend against emerging threats, an entire security
industry has emerged that can help. External network monitoring by independent, managed security services are
one of today’s major responses to cyber-threats; the complexity of keeping up with the latest viruses and patches
is an unmanageable feat for many companies.88 Those that wish to turn over security responsibility completely
to an outside ﬁrm farm out the job to ﬁrms like Genuity, Counterpane, and others. Symantec alone, for example,
monitors over 600 company networks. Some companies prefer, however, to keep security an in-house function,
perhaps unable to afford comprehensive monitoring, or unconvinced of the quality and trustworthiness of
outside vendors.89 They might prefer security intelligence services that do not entirely assume the security
monitoring role, but instead monitor security developments overall and pass intelligence along to in-house
technicians.90
Raising the Costs of Cluelessness for Individual Users
Not all Internet threats are attributable to product or service shortcomings. Individuals can leave their
home PCs—or company networks—open to attack simply through carelessness or ignorance of basic security
practices. As mentioned above, companies ﬁll correspondence to both their employees and consumers with
warnings about basic security procedures: don’t open email attachments from strangers, and be careful even
with email from people you know; use ﬁrewall and antivirus software, and keep them updated; use tricky
passwords and change them often; be on the lookout for “phishing” and “pharming” scams. To a large extent,
the vulnerabilities created by individual users can be overcome through education.
But industry must play a role as well in overcoming the challenges posed by human error, which is
unfortunately unavoidable. Software and hardware design must make user error more difﬁcult. Software and
hardware, for example, can be designed with default settings that provide maximum security with mechanisms
to automatically update and upgrade when connected to the Internet. ISPs can take a greater role in monitoring
user activity (within the conﬁnes of an appropriate privacy policy), creating members-only networks, and
advancing the use of biometrics for user authentication.
One interesting development regarding ﬁtness for online participation has been driven by colleges and
universities, who, in response to rampaging viruses, cut students’ Internet access until their machines are
certiﬁed and updated.91 For example, at Oberlin College, students with virus-infected machines are disconnected
from the university network. The school also threatens a $25 ﬁne for students spreading a virus to others, even
inadvertently.92 There is no reason other major networks—or even ISPs—couldn’t make similar demands of
network participants, requiring automatic software patching, relinquishing anonymity, and other restrictions.
As one system administrator colorfully put it, unless people get a “basic working knowledge…techies need
to be protected from the clueless.”93 Requirements on users could mean that the problem of ignorant or careless
users with poor security habits is a transitory one. Skeptics rightly point out that certifying and policing users
with “digital patrol cars” and imposing necessary sanctions is a complex proposition.94 Nonetheless, behind
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calls for individual licensing and user certiﬁcation is the tacit recognition that it isn’t necessarily software and
service providers that bear all the blame—yet another reason why government regulation of the industry won’t
solve the cybersecurity problem. If anything, regulation will divert resources from efforts to better educate
individuals and give the impression that users are blameless, no matter how bad their security habits.

The Regulatory Reality: Disincentives Matter Too
Deﬁning Standards Down
Blights like cyber-crime, cyber-nuisance, and identity theft are rampant. Who should play the dominant
role in addressing these cybersecurity threats as they emerge? Private sector actors who have a vested interest
in protecting their products, reputation, and ﬁnances, or government, which unfailingly imposes regulations
that stiﬂe innovation and burden businesses, while simultaneously failing at the stated objective? Government
responses to problems that are clearly outside of government’s control are simply attempts to demonstrate that
something is being done, with little interest paid to whether it’s the right thing.
As the recent Congressional debate over net
Market incentives for breach
neutrality indicates, when it comes to technology,
lawmakers often understand neither the nature of
disclosure are growing,
the problems and the forms they might take nor
a superior alternative
the repercussions of the proposed solutions.95 A
government stamp of approval for technology can have
regulatory requirements.
only two results: the standardization of mediocrity
across an entire industry and the guarantee of inefﬁcient
allocation of resources. Certain homeland security programs, for example, indemnify makers of governmentapproved security technologies from liability when they fail. To return to a question asked previously:
What happens when the government-approved ﬁrewall fails? When neither the regulators who approve the
technology nor the businesses that create the technology are held liable, incentives to keep quality high and
technology advancing become grossly distorted.
Some public-private information sharing and disclosure make eminent sense, particularly when national
security concerns are at stake. But a critical issue in cybersecurity is knowing when to keep information
private. Automatic confession of every data breach or potentially exploitable software hole without regard to
severity is not a prerequisite for information security. While some information will be valuable if publicized,
other information will either become simply white noise to business decision makers, prove unnecessarily
damaging to the victimized company, or actually help hackers and other cyber-criminals. For example, the
Code Red worm appeared shortly after the vulnerability that made the virus possible was posted online.96 The
Slammer worm appeared several months after the underlying vulnerability was posted by a researcher.
Computer industry players continually debate whether or not it is a good idea to publish code capable of
exploiting a security weakness. Although doing so may help system administrators and the developers of the
ﬂawed code, the costs and beneﬁts of disclosure vary from case to case. Cybersecurity strategists must carefully
study policies regarding disclosures about potentially exploitable software, since such details could themselves
be used to mount an attack. There are no universal standards that regulators should cement in place.
Market incentives for breach disclosure are growing, a superior alternative to regulatory requirements.
Executives know that the decision not to reveal relevant information can hurt a company’s market stance
if outsiders point out the problem ﬁrst. It might be best for security monitoring ﬁrms to alert one another
behind the scenes about newfound threats, rather than for their clients to be subject to disclosure requirements.
Vibrant market incentives to share what needs sharing but also to downplay false alarms and low-level risks
must be allowed to develop. As previously noted, one way to do this is for the industry to fund a third-party
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administrator who can alert the developers about vulnerabilities and require a speciﬁed time frame for repair.
A proposal from the Organization for Internet Safety would give software companies 30 days to patch a ﬂaw
before security researchers announce problems.97
There are possible roadblocks to the success of a system of third-party monitoring. Announcements by
security researchers against the wishes of the software developer may run afoul of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, a wrinkle that is being explored by Stanford University’s Center for Internet and Society.98
Additionally, some software developers include in their products licensing provisions that prohibit published
performance reviews or benchmark/comparison tests without permission. In one instance, a New York court has
already called one such ban “deceptive,” noting that the software company gave the impression that reviewers
would be breaking the law,99 which can be a gray area. From a contractual standpoint, however, it is entirely
appropriate for software vendors to disallow tests, but in doing so, they run the risk of raising questions about
the quality of their products among consumers. In today’s security-conscious environment, business customers
and individual consumers are unlikely to tolerate restrictions on benchmark tests. Participation in the thirdparty monitoring agreement would demonstrate a cooperative stance and signal product quality, yet another
market incentive for openness that regulations can’t duplicate. Indeed, regulations requiring full, mandatory
self-disclosure invite unscrupulous attempts to downplay problems.
As consumer demand for security increases, audits of private security practices will be driven by insurance
and other market forces. Unlike government auditors and monitors who can essentially avoid accountability,
private audits will be even more valuable to the extent that auditors themselves are “audited” by the market
through ratings ﬁrms. Instead of the broad, mandatory disclosures hinted at by Homeland Security, there
could be third-party, letter-grade rating systems for cybersecurity. Companies ﬂouting generally agreed-upon
security procedures would receive the equivalent of a junk-bond rating for their reputation—or no rating at
all.100 Meanwhile, the ﬁrms providing the security ratings would have their own reputations at stake, promoting
competition and ever higher standards. Ratings companies would also likely be bound by non-disclosure
agreements, overcoming the private sector’s discomfort with sharing industry information with government.
This approach—without legislation—would prod the industry away from its perceived secrecy about
vulnerabilities and move it toward openness. Furthermore, the emergence of solid rating systems would likely
advance hand-in-hand with cyber-insurance: Companies who receive a good rating would qualify for insurance
in case an unfortunate attack does succeed. Of course, private rating systems wouldn’t be perfect. But by
creating the right incentives for compliance—rather than the disincentives for disclosure associated with a
one-size ﬁts all solution—a ratings system would be far superior in handling cybersecurity problems than
government intervention. Ratings will also have the advantage of being based on responses to problems on a
case-by-case basis, unlike the Department of Homeland Security’s color code system which sends confusing
signals by suggesting that the threat level in Manhattan and the threat level in Topeka are the same.101
Political Favor-Seeking
As any student of public policy knows, regulatory agencies can easily form unhealthy relationships with the
industries they regulate. Recent scandals highlight the problems that can come from political-favor seeking
when key players move seamlessly from lobbying positions to positions of inﬂuence in government agencies,
and vice versa. Even with worthy intentions, close ties between regulatory bodies and industry can result in
policies that are “pro-business” (or, rather, pro-certain businesses) but anti-market. For example, common
security certiﬁcations speciﬁed by defense and intelligence agencies can disadvantage small ﬁrms who cannot
cope with the bureaucratic requirements.102 In other instances, companies that perform automated audits of
corporate networks—a worthwhile task—favor regulation to require reporting of such information to the SEC
or other federal entity in order to boost their own business. The experts offering policy advice to lawmakers are
all too often far from disinterested.
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Cybersecurity policy is not immune to favor-seeking practices. A 2003 report from the Computer and
Communications Industry Association (CCIA) warned of a software “monoculture,” in which the dominance of
Windows creates vulnerability by making everyone susceptible to the same ﬂaws.103 The group wants Microsoft,
in the name of security, to allow its programs to interoperate more easily with competitors’ software. The
Association for Competitive Technology noted, however, that the plan would beneﬁt the CCIA’s members at
Microsoft’s expense, noting, “The study ignores the beneﬁts of homogeneous networks, such as ease of security
management and lower security training costs, which offset the potential dangers.”104
There is merit to the notion of diversity in biology; organisms with some diversity in their makeup can better
withstand environmental stresses. While there is an analogy to be made between biological organisms and
computer attacks, it is the public character of the Net rather than the brand of software that is the real culprit.
The more important feature shared among most attacks is that they originate from anonymous miscreants using
the public, open Internet, not that they are launched against a particular, popular type of software. Moreover,
there are so many possible conﬁgurations of computers running Windows software, and so many forms of virus
protection available, that the monoculture analogy to biology is tenuous at best.105 The monoculture at issue isn’t
Windows, but ones-and-zeros software itself. (Until quantum, optical, or DNA computing come along, it is a
debate that will continue.)
The CCIA case is just one prominent example of how political favor-seeking already occurs. Other examples
in cybersecurity could include regulations or licensing fees that would erect barriers to entry and protect
the market share of existing market players. Favor-seeking is unavoidable in regulated industries: Industry
lobbyists, committee staff, and agency personnel become interdependent on one another, and the outcome
is almost never good news for would-be market entrants or consumers. And as regulation increases, the
opportunities for manipulation of the regulatory apparatus increase as well.
Technological Lock-In
As discussed above, a lobbyist/appropriations environment in cybersecurity might essentially create a
government-imposed oligopoly in the hardware and software market that favors a few select businesses
rather than a real marketplace. Government-mandated technology would lock in standards—by locking
out competitors—which could undermine research and innovation in the ﬁeld of secure applications. Some
private network security monitoring companies, for instance, rightly opposed White House consideration of a
requirement that ISPs develop a “central monitoring system” to monitor the Internet for questionable activity.106
It is better that ISPs develop such systems independently, so that competition can identify the best technologies.
Following the September 11, 2001 attacks, Oracle CEO Larry Ellison sought to provide software for a
national ID card. This proposal ﬂew in the face of the conventional wisdom against locking in technologies,
and, had it been accepted, would have increased the likelihood that a single government national ID would
displace superior private ones.107 The last thing government needs to do in the age of identity theft is to give
Americans more documents bearing sensitive identifying information; it has already created a needless identity
theft problem with the Social Security number and its widespread—and inappropriate—use as identiﬁcation.
Online piracy, another issue bearing some relationship to cybersecurity problems, also raises concerns
over the appropriateness of technological standards set by government. Some proposals would mandate
copy-protection technologies to prevent piracy.108 These so-called “digital rights management” techniques
are perfectly appropriate, even necessary, for intellectual property holders who wish to protect their digital
content—like music, movies, electronic books, and digital broadcasts—from unauthorized duplication. The
problem arises when inferior technologies are mandated.
It’s likely that some advocates of governmental cybersecurity standards oppose government mandates with
respect to copy protection. But information security can beneﬁt from private innovation in piracy prevention
and digital rights management and vice versa, with no need for government standards in either area. Crossfertilization will be unpredictable, and too ﬂuid for government to successfully be able to choose among
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strategies. Alhough companies are always free to move above a government mandated ﬂoor—such as makers
of fuel efﬁcient cars who voluntarily exceed government performance standards—a ﬂoor can easily become a
ceiling for many companies, a bare minimum above which there is no point in going. Incentives to push above
the mandated standards are thus hampered.109 It would be hard to blame a service provider for an attack if he
has complied with the law.

Conclusion: Following the “Cybersecurity Commandment”
Policymakers should recognize that data security requires not one-size-ﬁts-all solutions, but the tailored
answers that private actors can deliver. Every ﬁrm’s upstream suppliers and downstream customers increasingly
demand better security. Like any other technology, security technologies, from biometric identiﬁers to ﬁrewalls
to encrypted databases, beneﬁt from competition. Likewise, cybersecurity services, from consulting to insurance
to network monitoring, beneﬁt from competition. To reduce the impact of any given attack, policy makers
should adhere to policies that, to the extent possible, “privatize” rather than collectivize.
The need to preserve a dynamic market role can be summed up in a
single Cybersecurity Commandment:
Do not take steps in the name of security that make it:
(1) impossible to liberalize or deregulate infrastructure or
(2) impossible or undesirable to self-regulate.
Government should not assert authority in ways that would make
private sector assumption of security responsibility impossible in the
future as technology advances or conditions change. And policy makers
should be extremely careful not to create disincentives to self-regulation.
If government ignores either aspect of the Cybersecurity Commandment,
it will lead to both subpar information security and economic
inefﬁciencies. Interference could also roll back important advances that
have been made in the privatization of infrastructure and services over the
past decades.

Government
should not assert
authority in ways
that would make
private sector
assumption
of security
responsibility
impossible in
the future as
technology
advances or
conditions change.

Government power adopted to address a crisis tends to stay in place
after the crisis passes, a phenomenon dubbed the “ratchet effect” by
economist Robert Higgs.110 Power to control information security efforts
will not be immune to this effect. If recent high-proﬁle identity theft
episodes result in regulations that add complexity but not improvement to information security processes,
government will not willingly give up the political power that accompanies the power to regulate, even if
technological advances or industry effort make further intervention unnecessary. Under the umbrella of
government oversight, just about anything electronic and networked could fall under the rubric of cybersecurity
regulation. It doesn’t take much imagination to see how the ratchet effect will deleteriously undermine the
security and robustness of critical infrastructures, basic Internet operations, and technological progress. In the
ﬁnal analysis, it is the private sector that occupies the only territory from which a successful defense against
attacks on hardware and information can be mounted.
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